
Roster
A roster is a vital document needed to organize employees’ schedules and duties within the
organization. This ensures that everyone is well aware of their shift and their agenda for the
week or the month.

Roster Definition & Meaning

A roster is defined as a list of activities and schedules designed for members of an
organization.

This is meant to ensure that there is an availability of staff who can work on a particular
shift.

What Is a Roster?

Some companies require their employees to work on shifts since they need to stay open
longer than the regular working hours. So to ensure that there is no shortage of staff, a
roster is prepared by the supervisors and then authorized by the manager or department
head. This document is posted and serves as an official order by which people need to
abide by.



10 Types of Roster

Attendance Roster

An attendance roster is used in schools to record the participation of a group of people in an
organization or a team. This document is used on a daily basis, especially in schools or
training sessions, or whenever a manager needs to meet with their team. Its content
includes the list of names, the dates, and their attendance status.

https://www.template.net/editable/attendance-roster


Cleaning Roster

A cleaning roster is prepared to orderly assign different cleaning tasks for each individual.
This is commonly used in schools to assign a set of students to clean on a particular day of
the week, or for cleaning personnel working in an office or any other property. This kind of
roster designates what areas are to be clean, who should be doing it, and on what day.

https://www.template.net/editable/cleaning-roster


Duty Roster

A work shift or duty roster shows a list of personnel, their corresponding tasks hours of duty,
and days off for each member of the staff. This kind of roster is bound to change on a
weekly or monthly basis, depending on the organization’s work policy and the industry it is
in. This document is sometimes presented in a calendar or spreadsheet format.

https://www.template.net/editable/duty-roster


Employee Roster

An employee roster is a vital document used by management to organize employees’
workload and assignments, their work location, and working hours. This is essential to
ensure that every employee is made available on certain days of the week. Business
operations tend to be successful when an employee roster is carefully prepared
beforehand.

https://www.template.net/editable/employee-roster


Softball Roster

A softball game is a sports activity that is similar to baseball yet the balls used are larger
and the pitches are thrown underhand rather than overhand. Because this particular sport
needs nine or ten players from one team on the field at a time, it is crucial that the team’s
manager is able to organize each player’s role. A softball roster is a great tool to ensure that
every member of the team is equally distributed and is able to play.

https://www.template.net/editable/89994/softball-roster


Monthly Roster

Some organizations would require their employees to change shifts or be assigned
elsewhere. A monthly roster is a document that helps organize the monthly schedule,
workload, leaves, and assignment location of each member of an organization. This is to
ensure that every schedule has staff available and reduces the reliance on workers who can
come at short notice.

https://www.template.net/editable/89992/monthly-roster


Training Roster

A training roster is an important document used by trainers to organize the training
schedules and activities of their participants. This gives them an idea of how many people
are joining, and their needs and helps them prepare all the other necessary provisions. This
document also ensures that there is no conflict between the scheduling and they have the
right number of participants.

https://www.template.net/editable/89867/training-roster


Camp Roster

Large-scale camping activities have a sizeable amount of participants and would expand to
several weeks. A camp roster is needed to track and make sure that organizers have
information about their participants. This is essential in preparing different camp activities,
what needs to be provided, and other requirements that need to be taken into consideration.

https://www.template.net/editable/89989/camp-roster


Sports Roster

Sports teams consist of a number of players and some are not required to play all together.
A sports roster is a great tool to organize each player’s schedule, including training and time
off if needed. This is particularly used for volleyball, soccer, basketball, hockey teams, or
any sporting event with several players involved.

https://www.template.net/editable/90000/sports-roster


Chore Roster

A chore roster is used for chores especially when space or property such as dormitories
and apartments are shared with a number of occupants. This document contains the list of
names assigned to each chore on a particular day of the week. In most cases, a chore
roster is changed on a weekly or monthly basis.

https://www.template.net/editable/89990/chore-roster


Roster Uses, Purpose, and Importance

Managing a group of people and their work schedules can be a daunting task for
management or a sports athletic team. Preparing a roster ensures that a business or the
team is able to operate favorably and the workload is evenly distributed without conflict.
Since this document serves as a formal order that instructs those who are involved on their
assigned tasks and corresponding schedules.

Ensures That Employees Are Readily Available

The process of planning and organizing a roster involves organizing employees’ schedules
and shifting their assignments and tasks. But more importantly, a roster ensures that
enough workers are available to keep their operations running smoothly and are able to
meet customers’ needs. This is quite applicable for a company that is open more than the
regular working hours and would need to shift their employees every once in a while.

Cost-Effective

Properly preparing a roster would help companies save money. A roster will ensure that is
enough staff available for a particular shift. In this way, it can assist managers in controlling
their labor costs and making sure they are within the budget.

Equality

Whether you are creating a roster for your crew or a women’s softball team you need to
make sure that you’ve equally distributed their tasks and schedules. A well-made roster
should be able to establish a fair working environment amongst its members and
colleagues. This will ensure that everyone gets to work equally and are able to take their
day off as required by the law. Which in the end will eventually lead to better performance
and satisfaction.

Quality of Service

When organizing staff it is important also to make sure that the staff available on a particular
shift are well equipped and knowledgeable. They should be a mix of those who are



experienced and perhaps others who are starting. The right set of people in a particular shift
or a team off to play should be able to deliver quality service or perform accurately.

Minimize Errors

Rosters also make sure that staff are able to follow the right schedule and are well aware of
who works on the next shift. This will help minimize errors such as miscommunication or
perhaps wrong endorsements. With a documented order such as a roster, both
management and staff will be able to track and monitor each one’s tasks and schedules.

What’s in a Roster? Parts?

Title

In the upper portion of the document, write down the title so the reader would be able to
identify what the roster document is all about.

Purpose

A brief statement should explain the purpose of the roster to give the reader additional
information. Is the document all about changing employee shifts and work assignments or is
it a list of training participants?

Names

A roster should include the list of names of the team members, employees, or participants.

Details

If the roster is needed for a training event, a sports team, or employees then it is vital to
include specific details relevant to the purpose of the document. This may include contact
and personal information, position, department, and other relevant details.



Schedule

If the roster is designed to prepare schedules then create separate columns for the day,
hours, and month that should be assigned to each employee or participant.



How To Design a Roster?

1. Choose a Roster Size.

2. Decide on the purpose of the roster document.

3. Select a Roster Template.

4. Customize the template and write down its content.

5. Add any icons or logos.

6. Finalize and download.

https://www.template.net/documents/roster-sizes/
https://www.template.net/editable/roster


Roster vs. Schedule

A roster is a list of names that includes schedules, work assignments, responsibilities, and
locations for a given time period.

A schedule on the other hand is the assigned schedule (day, month, hours) given to an
individual and is simpler in format.



What’s the Difference Between Roster, Vector Scheduling,
and Schedule?

A roster is a given order that instructs a group of people on their schedule and assignments
and it also records their information.

Vector scheduling is a type of software that helps accurately manage an employee’s work
schedule, overtime, payroll, and compensation.

A schedule on the other hand is more like a timetable of plans, activities, and a list of
names.

Roster Sizes

A roster is a document that holds valuable information that includes names, schedules, and
more. Since a roster is a lengthy document, choosing the correct roster sizes such as the
following is important.

https://www.template.net/documents/roster-sizes/


Roster Ideas and Examples

A roster may be widely used in businesses but it is also applicable in various aspects that
involve managing a group of people. To identify which works best for you, we’ve got a list of
roster ideas and examples that may fit your needs.

● Roster Ideas and Examples
● Travel Roster Ideas and Examples
● Schedule Roster Ideas and Examples
● Camp Roster Ideas and Examples
● League Roster Ideas and Examples
● Sign in Roster Ideas and Examples
● Testing Roster Ideas and Examples
● Weekly Roster Ideas and Examples
● Grading Roster Ideas and Examples
● Class Roster Ideas and Examples
● Shift Roster Ideas and Examples

FAQs

Why Is Roster Data Important?

Roster data is important because this serves as a reference for organizing a roster
document and making sure that schedules are properly planned and employees are readily
available.

What Are the Tips for Creating a Roster?

To create an effective roster you need to plan your week or month, collect staff availability
and double-check their functions, strictly implement leave request policies, and make sure
to constantly monitor the roster.

https://www.template.net/documents/roster-ideas/


What Are the Different Roster Benefits?

Rosters can help you save on cost, increase the quality of service offered, enhance work
performance and productivity, and makes sure that you’ve got staff available to serve
clients.

How Do You Prepare a Roster?

To prepare a roster document, first, cross reference your weekly or monthly planned
schedule with the team/staff, then plan the assigned teams, then share the roster with the
team to get any feedback, and lastly make sure you allocate time for day-off and leaves.

What Does a Healthy Roster Do?

A healthy roster is an online platform that is used by athletic trainers and it provides an
avenue for engagement, care coordination, communication, and outreach tools for trainers
and sports medicine departments.

What Is Included in the Faculty Roster?

A faculty roster is a tool that is used by colleges and universities which provides instructors
an outlet to organize their coursework, credentials, and modules and is also a list of tenured
faculty, tenure-track faculty, non-tenured appointments, and adjunct/part-time instructors.

What Is a Roster Verification?

A roster verification is a tool that provides verified data to teachers which can help them
develop their reports and instructions so they may be able to meet their student’s needs and
requirements.

What Is a Roster Note?

A roster note is used to add comments of individual students regarding their performance.



How to Make a Cleaning Roster?

To create a cleaning roster first you need to plan what kind of cleaning activities or tasks
should be accomplished and on what day of the week, then assign personnel and map out
their schedule, and lastly make sure everyone has an equal distribution of their tasks.

Why Should Teachers Complete Roster Verification?

It is important to complete the process since this is essential in assigning instructional
responsibility to the students they teach.


